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India is a rapidly growing paper manufacturing scene with 
paper mills erupting in India very frequently and focusing on 
a variety of printing packaging and specialty paper 
applications. While there are over 600 paper mills in India as 
of 2018, majority of them are smaller players and are 
plagued with several key challenges that threaten their 
expansion and growth. 

Lack of intelligent control systems using DCS or PLCs have 
yielded in quality challenges, inconsistencies in production 
effectively capping the penetration of a paper mill into a 
bigger market segment. Additionally, paper mills suffer from 
higher energy costs resulting from the lack of automation 
and manual calibration and monitoring of the machines. 
Data collection and condition monitoring, although 
somewhat recent innovations, have poor adoption and 
combined with the lack of automation result in higher 
downtime, higher cost of production and lower efficiencies 
for the mill. 

That being said, paper manufacturers in India truly 
understand the need for modernizing their paper 
manufacturing processes but like any other big effort 
struggle to find a starting point. Identifying the right solution 
partner helps manufactures navigate these complex 
challenges. 



Solution providers (System House) provide the close partner a manufacturer needs to design, integrate
and support their new automation solutions. System houses bring a wealth of technical knowledge and
experience and provide end-to-end ownership and delivery of a specific automation project.

As a premier automation and instrumentation solutions partner, AEAB thrives in making manufacturers
successful. For more than 25 years, AEAB has been developing customized solutions and services that
help papermakers realize higher levels of profitability and productivity. Our comprehensive portfolio
supports optimal papermaking throughout the entire process. AEAB brings together deep industry
knowledge, world class solutions and expertise to make your mill more efficient with the lights on 24X7.

Paper manufacturing consists of a series of intricate processes that have unique needs for automation. In
this white paper, we will talk in detail about the opportunity for automation in the various stages of the
paper making process. We will additionally touch upon opportunities for digitalization and better
monitoring to lower downtime and drive quality and efficiency.

How does partnering with a solution provider help 
you achieve your automation goals?



End to End Process Flow of how paper goes from pulp to Paper

Let’s look at these in detail and discover the 
opportunities to automate…



Headbox
Squirts a mixture of water and fiber 

through a thin horizontal slit across the 
machine’s width

Forming
Water is removed and fibers start 
to spread and consolidate into a 

thin mat

Pressing
Squeezes the web of wet paper and 

lowers the water content to 50%

Drying
A series of heated cast-iron 

cylinders dry the web passing 
through the cylinders

Sizing
Starch is applied onto the paper 
surface to strengthen the paper 

surface

Reeling
Finished paper is wound onto 

a reel

The headbox is an integral component with requirements around maintaining the jet of the pulp, the 
concentration of pulp and the rate of flow. To optimize the output from the headboard, there are 
several parameters to be considered and adjusted: 

The first control point is the valve for the introduction of air into the box. This is done by a
PLC controller which receives the information from the level set point and level sensor to
control the pump supplying the diluted pulp.

The second control point is the ratio between jet of pulp and wire speed is controlled with
the set point input.

The third control is assigned to the basic weight and moisture. A consistency sensor is
used for the purpose. It modifies the rate of flow of pulp as a function of its
consistency.

The operation of headbox with VFD and PLC system improves the performance of paper machine and
paper quality at reel.
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Why should you automate?

Better formation of paper with improved quality

Precise control of the process and better sync. of machine speed

Easy monitoring and diagnostics for maximum uptime and minimum maintenance

User-friendly SCADA system 
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As shown in the picture shown on the left,
AEAB performed a full integration of the
headbox in a reputed paper mill in

Uttarakhand. While, the Headbox was
supplied by some Chinese supplier, AEAB
performed the PLC programming and SCADA
development. The customer was extremely
satisfied with the overall performance and

services of team AEAB.
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The diluted pulp is formed into a mat of watery paper at the wire. VFDs are used to
regulate the speed of the wire depending on the GSM, machine speed and the
machine design. The section is rotated by motors in common felt.

A PLC+VFD system is used to regulate the motor load to prevent stretch in the
wire/felt and subsequent wear and tear. It is critical that this system is accurately
designed because the wire felt damage may result in a costly replacement and
subsequent production loss.

Wire is rotated with the couch roll and turning roll controlled by two motors. VFD’s
synchronize the speed of motors and ensure equal load sharing by using precise
tension and torque control. This optimization depends on the motor KW, and the
gearbox ratio.

Watery Pulp
Headbox
Input

Uniformly
spread on
wire
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Why should you automate?

Better longevity of felt and wire due to proper synchronization

Maximize your production value with lower breakages and downtime

Uniform paper formation through precise synchronization and high-speed of operation
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In more than 20 paper mills, AEAB has managed to provide 
a perfect symphony between drives and the automation 
system used in forming segment. The main objective was to 

get the maximum life of wire and uniform distribution of 
pulpy paper on higher speed. 
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The main function of the Paper Machine Press section is to continue to remove
water from the pulp fibers and to smoothen the surface characteristics of the felt
and wire sides (top and bottom sides) of the paper web running the length of the
machine. The simplest construction of a pressing nip consists of two rotating rolls
with the paper-felt sandwich transported between them at high speed.
The automation of Nip pressure to the speed of the press rolls is mandatory for
removing the excess water from the watery paper mat. VFD’s in the load sharing
mode synchronize the press roll’s speed with the wire speed. It is critical that the
speed is synchronized. Otherwise, in higher speeds, it may throw a watery pulp to
the next section or in case of lower speeds it may not even pass it to the next
section. The nip pressure is controlled by PLC system for uniformly pressing the
paper mat and squeezing the maximum water out of it.
Controlling the vacuum pump by using VFD’s ensures removal of moisture from
press felt so that when the felt returns to the nip position it does not add moisture to
the sheet.

Why should you automate here?

To control the nip pressure and avoid 
collision of press roles.

Precise vacuum pump control
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As the name suggests this section is used to dry the paper by using a series of
steam heated drums. The synchronization of this series of drums is made easy by
speed control, load sharing and automated control by using series of VFD’s
attached to a PLC system. The dryer speed should try compensate by lowering the
speed if the paper starts to shrink or increasing the speed if the paper starts to
stretch. The speed gaps between the section is called draw.
The precise draw control is controlled by a local HMI to avoid easy pass of paper
and unwanted paper breakage. In the dryer, VFD’s regulate the speed of different
drying sections by comparing the draw set point, and the PLC controls the steam &
condensate system by taking care of steam input and extraction of accumulated
condensate.

Benefits of Automating the Dryer:

100% precise load sharing between various dryers in different sections.

100% precise draw control for speed match between sections.
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AEAB has synchronized the dryer along in a master slave
operation in sectional paper mills. This implementation is quite
tricky and requires repeated expertise to maintain

synchronization throughout the paper machine in order to

maintain speed and avoid paper breakage.
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At the sizing section, starch or some other agents are applied to improve the
paper’s water resistance, surface strength and to reduce its abrasiveness.
Automating the sizing starch preparation will ensure stable and streak free sizing
layers. The starch is cooked on a defined temperature and control level using
temperature and level sensors that connected to a PLC system. This automation
additionally prevents the starch from overcooking and spilling over
The VFD’s on the size press section ensures proper load sharing and speed
regulation.

How does automating this process help?

Reduce starch wastage and maintain proper temperature for starch 
cooking

Accurately matching the speed to avoid unwanted paper break
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AEAB has done multiple size presses in several paper
mills with easy synchronization with line speed. Size
kitchen automation with temperature control and pump

on/off control make the process easy. Added HMI with
proper visualization of all process values is an added

advantage for customers.
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By the time the paper reaches the pope reel station, it is at least 95% dry and can

At this section a combination of PLCs and VFDs are used to control the tension and
speed of the paper rolling in to ensure wrinkleless reeling. As with the entire paper
making process, speed synchronization with the machine speed is another
important aspect to prevent any paper breakage. If pope reel is running at a higher
speed than the machine speed, it will break the paper. Conversely, if it is running
slowly then it will result in loose reeling and slack in paper.

Benefits of Automation:

Tension control ensures wrinkleless reeling

Accurate reeling improves the performance of the paper rewinder
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CD-1 with 
DI/DO, HMI 

and Drive 
Controls

CD-2 with 
DI/DO, HMI 

and Drive 
Controls

CD-3 with 
DI/DO, HMI 

and Drive 
Controls

Scalance

PLC S7-
1500

ACB 3WT 
2000A

Common DC Link

Size Press 1st Post Dryer Group 11KW x 4
G120 Drive

Pre Dryer Group-1 11KW x 4
G120 Drive

Pre Dryer Group-2 11KW x 4
G120 Drive

Pre Dryer Group-3 11KW x 4
G120 Drive

MG 110KW
G120 Drive

2nd Post Dryer Group 11KW x 6
G120 Drive

Calender 
75KW 

G120 Drive

Pope Reel 
30KW 

G120 Drive

Architecture of a fully automated paper mill 



Now, what next?
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Identify the challenges in your paper making process 
and outline goals for what you want to improve

Prepare a budget for what you want to invest in

Do adequate research on what processes/machines to 
invest in and how that can help you achieve your goals

4
Call a solutions partner, a trusted resource to consult, 
execute and deliver on your automation goals

5
Measure and monitor the performance of your newly 
automated and modernized process

+91 9999610379(Business)
+91 7503604436 (Spares Business)
+91 9953589942 (Training)

info@aeab.in (Business)
sales@aeab.in (Sales)
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